LAS VEGAS
2017
TOUR DESCRIPTION

GRAND CANYON EXPLORER AIRPLANE TOUR

DAYS OF OPERATION

DURATION

PRICE

Daily

6 Hours 50 minutes

USD339

Daily

20 Minutes

USD127

Daily

6 hours 50 minutes

USD509

Your ultimate adventure will begin with a 40-minute flight
to the Grand Canyon South Rim aboard Maverick's
Beechcraft 1900D aircraft. Your journey continues with
transportation into the Grand Canyon National Park to
enjoy the awe-inspiring vistas, panoramic overlooks and
trails that can only be accessed from inside the park. A
gourmet box lunch will be served as you absorb the
magnificence of the Grand Canyon and capture memories
to last a lifetime.
Prices validity: 01 January 2017 – 31 March 2017

LAS VEGAS
TRANSFERS

STRIP

HELICOPTER

TOUR

WITHOUT

Start your fantasy with a champagne toast! Only in Las
Vegas can you step back in time and experience the world
from your front-row seat in the sky. Board Papillon's A-Star
executive jet-helicopter and fly over such legendary
landmarks as the New York New York skyline, the fountains
of the Bellagio, the Eiffel Tower of Paris and the Clock
Tower on The Venetians' St. Marks' Square. Soar over the
Roman Empire of Caesars and the Pyramid of Luxor. Your
trip is not complete without seeing the towering
Stratosphere rising 1,149 feet into the air and the
Downtown Glitter Gulch, where Las Vegas began.
Prices validity: 01 January 2017 – 31 March 2017

GRAND CANYON DREAM – SOUTH RIM AIRPLANE &
HELICOPTER TOUR
Your ultimate Grand Canyon air and land tour begins with a
40-minute flight to the Grand Canyon South Rim aboard a
Beechcraft 1900D aircraft. Once you land your excursion
will begin with a seat on our state-of-the-art ECO-Star
helicopter for an amazing 25-minute breathtaking
helicopter experience over the Grand Canyon. As you soar
above this natural wonder you will see beautiful scenery
from the Tower of Ra, Kaibab National Forest and the
mighty Colorado River. Your journey will conclude with
transportation into the Grand Canyon National Park to
enjoy the awe-inspiring vistas, panoramic overlooks and
trails that can only be accessed from inside the park. A
gourmet box lunch will be served as you absorb the
magnificence of the Grand Canyon and capture memories
to last a lifetime.
Prices validity: 01 January 2017 – 31 March 2017

LAS VEGAS BIG BUS SIGHTSEEING
Daily

24 or 48 Hours

USD47
(24 hours)
USD57
(48 hours)

Daily

4 Hours

USD105

Daily

2 hours 30 minutes

USD371

It's time to cruise the fabulous Las Vegas Strip! With TWO
unique tour routes stopping at many points of interest in
both Historic Downtown and along the Famous Las Vegas
Strip, Big Bus' HOP ON HOP OFF DAY TOUR showcases all
that this landmark city has to offer.
THE STRIP ROUTE: Takes you past all the major Las Vegas
landmarks in smooth succession; from the Statue of Liberty
and the Eiffel Tower, to the MGM Lion and the Luxor
Sphinx. The open-top bus provides a great vantage point
from which to view the city. Sit back and relax as you drink
in the sights, sounds and atmosphere of this iconic place.
THE DOWNTOWN ROUTE: Transports you away from the
Strip to the famous Fremont Street area and shows you the
traditional centre of Las Vegas. The Stratosphere, the Pawn
Shop, the Golden Nugget and El Cortez are just some of the
highlights that await you as you journey into the old yet
still pounding heart of the city.
Prices validity: 01 January 2017 – 31 December 2017

HOOVER DAM CLASSIC PINK JEEP TOUR
Travel in style and comfort in the custom Jeeps and
Suburbans of Pink Jeep Tours to the Hoover Dam. For a
discovery tour that offers ample time for exploring this
National Historic Landmark and engineering wonder of the
world. See live presentations, a fascinating film on the
Dam's construction and history, exhibit gallery, observation
deck, and venture down to the observation room in the
power plant to view the massive generators. You will
encounter dramatic views of both the Colorado River as
well as Lake Mead, the largest manmade body of water in
the Western Hemisphere!
Prices validity: 01 January 2017 – 31 December 2017

GRAND CANYON ESCAPE HELICOPTER RIDE
Enjoy a bird's eye view of the Hoover Dam, Lake Mead and
many extinct volcanoes, while sitting in the comfort of an
air-conditioned helicopter. Our Grand Canyon Escape Tour
is a one of a kind experience, don't miss it! Start this tour
from your hotel with complimentary pick up by a luxurious
limousine. Board the helicopter and gaze at the gorgeous
aerial views of the Grand Canyon. Our experienced pilots
will provide comprehensive information about the viewing
area through a two-way radio headset. Explore the depths
of the majestic Grand Canyon and witness the aweinspiring beauty of this natural wonder. After taking in
incredible views of over 40 miles of both south and north
walls at rim level, return to Las Vegas for a fabulous view of
the Strip!
Prices validity: 01 January 2017 – 31 March 2017

Please note that minimum number of passengers might apply for certain tours. Children rates on
request. Thompsons standard terms & conditions apply.

